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May 31, 2013 
 
The Honorable Keith Faber 
President 
Ohio Senate 
Statehouse  
Columbus, OH 43215 
 
Dear President Faber: 
 
Thank you for your continued work to provide Ohioans with a balanced budget that will help move our state 
forward.  As you know, Farm Bureau has a strong interest in many of the programs contained in the budget 
bill, and I want to take the opportunity to update you on our positions regarding various provisions in the bill. 
 
First and foremost, Farm Bureau members are pleased that the Senate substitute bill maintained house-passed 
levels of funding for OSU Extension, the Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center (OARDC), the Sea 
Grant Program and The National Center for Water Quality Research (NCWQR) at Heidelberg University. These 
programs are crucial to helping our industry meet the challenges we face as we chart a path to sustainable 
water resource management for Ohio.  
 
We also thank you for the increased appropriation for the Clean Ohio Fund.  The Clean Ohio programs are in 
many ways directly related to the water quality issue, and also help preserve farmland so that the next 
generation of Ohioans can benefit from a strong agricultural industry in our state.  
 
Your support for Agricultural Education programs will also mean the next generation of young people can 
obtain the skills they need to move our industry forward in the future. There are numerous provisions included 
in the budget bill that are important in this area.  First, we ask that you maintain the House-passed weighted 
formula for career technical education.  Agricultural Education benefits directly from this new approach.  Farm 
Bureau is also very supportive of an amendment that was included in the senate substitute version that 
increases funding available for the Agricultural 5th Quarter Project and creates new flexibility for Ag. teachers 
to provide educational opportunities outside the classroom.  This competitive grant program allows schools to 
apply for funding to provide hands-on educational experiences as a part of their Ag. Ed. program. 
 
There are two areas where we feel more attention is needed.  First, funding for the Agricultural Technical 
Institute (ATI) in Wooster is very important to education and workforce development for our industry.  Despite 
the school’s excellent track record and high graduation rates, ATI will lose significant funding in FY15 in large 
part because of the removal of Plant Operations and Maintenance (POM) support. The very nature of 
agricultural education requires hands-on learning experiences for students, and this funding provides support 
to maintain ATI’s agricultural buildings, labs and equipment.  Farm Bureau is requesting that the dollars ATI has 
lost by the removal of POM be restored in FY 15. 
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Secondly, the transfer of NPDES (National Pollution Discharge Elimination System) authority from the Ohio EPA 
to the Ohio Department of Agriculture is an important issue.  ODA and Farm Bureau have worked for the past 
ten years in an attempt to complete this transfer.  While we appreciate efforts made to transfer that authority, 
we have had and continue to have concerns about the NPDES and state-permitted language in the budget.   
 
Throughout this process, Farm Bureau has requested a more thorough vetting of this issue and has welcomed 
a stand-alone review of the U.S. EPA requirements and changes to state permitting authority outside of the 
budget process.  We believe that more time is needed to ensure all of our questions and concerns are 
answered as well as to ensure no unintended consequences are created in an effort to resolve these 
outstanding issues.  Therefore, Farm Bureau opposes the inclusion of the current CAFO transfer and CAFF 
language in the budget process.  We believe these penalties need to be further discussed as we all work to 
strengthen an already effective permitting program that has a proven record of success in our state. 
 
Regarding the Lake Facilities Authority language in the budget, Farm Bureau is neutral.  We appreciate the 
changes made by the Senate to eliminate eminent domain and to create more focused rule making authority 
for the Lake Facilities Authority.  However, we still have concerns over the creation of a new local governing 
authority that has the ability to levy new property taxes.  We remain neutral and encourage the discussion of 
local authorities as part of a comprehensive plan for water quality issues in our state.   
 
As you finalize your chamber’s work on the budget bill, we ask you to consider the importance of the issues I 
have outlined.  Farm Bureau thanks you for the work you have done so far, and appreciate your time and 
attention to the remaining issues that need to be resolved.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
John C. Fisher 
Executive Vice President 
 
CC: President Hirsch 
        OFBF Board of Trustees 
 All members of the Ohio Senate 

 


